
1 Circular lists

This section focuses on the formalization of circular lists and doubly linked circular lists in
Separation Logic. For simplicity, we consider only lists of integers in this exercise.

Recall the type of mutable list cells.

type cell = { mutable hd : int; mutable tl : cell }

Recall also the de�nition of the representation predicates MlistSeg and Mlist.

p MlistSeg q L ” matchLwith

| nil ñ rp “ qs
|x :: L1 ñ DDp1. p ÞÑ t|hd=x; tl=p1|u ˚ p1  MlistSeg q L1

p MlistL ” p MlistSeg nullL

Question 1.1. When the last cell of the list, instead of pointing to null, points back to the
�rst cell of the list, we have a circular list.

Give a de�nition for the representation predicate p CircListL, which asserts that, when
starting at the cell p and following the pointers until reaching p again, we �nd the items
described by the list L. Your de�nition should build directly on top of �MlistSeg� (i.e., it
should not mention any cell predicate of the form q ÞÑ t|hd=x; tl=y|u), and it should use the
equivalence �p “ nullô L “ nil� to handle the particular case where the list is empty.

Answer.

p CircListL ” p MlistSeg pL ˚ rp “ nullô L “ nils

Question 1.2. The function read takes as argument a pointer on a nonempty circular list,
and returns the content of the item at this position.

let read p = p.hd

Give a speci�cation for read, with a pre-condition of the form �p CircList pv :: Lq�.

Answer.

tp CircList pv :: Lqu pread pq tλx. rx “ vs ˚ p CircList pv :: Lqu

Question 1.3. The function forward takes as argument a pointer on a nonempty circular
list, and returns the pointer on the next item.

let forward p = p.tl

Specify forward, with a post-condition of the form �λq. q  CircListK�, for some list K.

Answer.

tp CircList pv :: Lqu pforward pq tλq. q  CircList pL&vqu
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Question 1.4. Prove that the code of forward satis�es the speci�cation that you proposed
in the previous question (15 lines max). Clearly indicate where focus or defocus rules are
involved in the proof (no need to prove these rules).

Answer. By de�nition of CircList, we have:

p CircList pv :: Lq Ź p MlistSeg p pv :: Lq ˚ rp “ nullô v :: L “ nils

So, p ‰ null. Let q be the value of p.tl. By de�nition of MlistSeg,

p MlistSeg p pv :: Lq Ź p ÞÑ t|hd=v; tl=q|u ˚ q  MlistSeg pL

Since q  MlistSeg pL is part of the state, q cannot be null. (Otherwise p would have to be
null as well, according to the de�nition of MlistSeg.)
Furthermore, by de�nition of MlistSeg, we have:

p ÞÑ t|hd=v; tl=q|u Ź p MlistSeg q pv :: nilq

By the concatenation rule for list segments, we have:

q  MlistSeg pL ˚ p MlistSeg q pv :: nilq Ź q  MlistSeg q pL`̀ pv :: nilqq

Using the fact that q ‰ null, we can fold the de�nition of CircList and deduce that the �nal
state satis�es the heap predicate q  CircList pL&vq.

Question 1.5. We next consider a function to insert an item at the head of a circular list.

1 let insert v p =

2 if p == null then begin

3 let q = { hd = v; tl = null } in

4 q.tl <- q;

5 q

6 end else begin

7 let q = { hd = p.hd; tl = p.tl } in

8 p.hd <- v;

9 p.tl <- q;

10 p

11 end

Specify the above function, then prove its correctness (15 lines max).

Answer. Speci�cation:

tp CircListLu pinsert v pq tλq. q  CircList pv :: Lqu

Case p “ null. By de�nition, L “ nil. At line 4, the state is q ÞÑ t|hd=v; tl=q|u, which is
equivalent to q  MlistSeg q pv :: nilq and thus to q  CircList pv :: nilq.

Case p ‰ null. By de�nition of CircList and MlistSeg, there exists p1 and x and L1 such
that L “ x :: L1 and the state is described by:

p ÞÑ t|hd=x; tl=p1|u ˚ p1  MlistSeg pL1

At line 10, the state is:

p ÞÑ t|hd=v; tl=q|u ˚ q ÞÑ t|hd=x; tl=p1|u ˚ p1  MlistSeg pL1

By folding twice the de�nition ofMlistSeg, we conclude that the �nal state is p MlistSeg p pv :: x1 :: L1q,
and therefore p CircList pv :: Lq.

Remark: in the speci�cation of insert, the post-condition may be strengthen to assert
that if L is nonempty, then q is equal to p.
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Question 1.6. In order to be able to e�ciently navigate the circular lists backwards, we
extend it with reverse pointers. A cell is now represented as follows.

type cell = {

mutable prev : cell;

mutable item : int;

mutable next : cell; }

The goal is to de�ne a predicate �p DbListL� to characterize such a doubly linked list.
The elements are described by the list L, when starting at the cell at address p and following
the next pointers until reaching p again. Note that the predicate should use the equivalence
�p “ nullô L “ nil� to handle the particular case where the list is empty.

Hint: Start by de�ning a predicate of the form �p  DbListSeg q r sL� that describes a
segment of a doubly linked list storing the elements L. As shown in the rightmost picture
above, the �rst cell, at address p, stores the address s in its prev �eld, and the last cell, at
address r, stores the address q in its next �eld. When L is empty, enforce p “ q and r “ s.

Answer.

p DbListSeg q r sL ” matchLwith

| nil ñ rp “ q ^ r “ ss
|x :: L1 ñ DDp1. t|item=x; prev=s; next=p1|u

˚ p1  DbListSeg q r pL1

Then:
p DbListL ” DDq. p DbListSeg p q q L ˚ rp “ nullô L “ nils

Remark: if L “ nil, we have p “ q “ null; and if L “ v :: nil, we have p “ q ‰ null.

2 Filtering

In this exercise, we are interested in specifying and verifying, in Separation Logic, functions
that �lters particular elements from a list. We assume the existence of a predicate called
Even, which characterizes even integers. We also assume the existence of a logical function
Filter, which applies to a predicate of type �A Ñ Prop� and to a list of type � listA�. For
example, �Filter EvenL� �lters the even elements from a list L, in the logic.

Question 2.1. We �rst consider a purely-functional implementation of �lter on a pure list
of integers, specialized to �ltering even numbers.

let rec list_filter_even l =

match l with

| [] -> []

| x::t -> let q = list_filter_even t in

if x mod 2 = 0 then x::q else q

Give a speci�cation for this function, using a Separation Logic triple.
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Answer.

tr su plist_filter_even lq tλl1. rl1 “ Filter Even lsu

Question 2.2. We now adapt the above function to mutable lists as follows:

let rec mlist_filter_even p =

if p == null then null else begin

let q = mlist_filter_even p.tl in

if p.hd mod 2 = 0

then (p.tl <- q; p)

else q

Give a Separation Logic speci�cation for this function, making use of the predicate Mlist.

Answer.

tp MlistLu pmlist_filter_even pq tλq. q  Mlist pFilter EvenLqu

Question 2.3. Prove that mlist_filter_even satis�es the speci�cation that you claimed in
the previous question (in 20 lines max).

Answer. Proof by induction on the length of L.

� Case p “ null. From the pre-condition p MlistL, we get rL “ nils. So, �Filter EvenL “
nil�. This validates the post-condition for q “ null, since we have r s Ź pnull Mlist nilq.

� Case p ‰ null. From the pre-condition, by the focus rule, there exists x and L1 and t
such that: L “ x :: L1 and the state is p ÞÑ t|hd=x; tl=t|u ˚ t  MlistL1. To reason
about the recursive call, we apply the frame rule to keep only t MlistL1, and invoke
the induction hypothesis. We learn that q is such that �q  Mlist pFilter EvenL1q�.

� Case Evenx. We have Filter EvenL “ x :: Filter EvenL1. The state is modi�ed to:
p ÞÑ t|hd=x; tl=q|u ˚ q  Mlist pFilter EvenL1q. Applying the defocus rule gives
p Mlist pFilter EvenLq, which validates the post-condition since p is returned.

� Case  Evenx. We have Filter EvenL “ Filter EvenL1. Applying the garbage col-
lection rule to p ÞÑ t|hd=x; tl=t|u, we are left with �q  Mlist pFilter EvenL1q�,
which validates the post-condition since q is returned.

Question 2.4. We generalize the function so that it may take as argument a �lter function f,
of type int -> bool.

let rec mlist_filter f p =

if p == null then null else begin

let q = mlist_filter p.tl in

if f p.hd

then (p.tl <- q; p)

else q

Give the speci�cation of this function, assuming that f does not perform any visible side
e�ect. For this question, quantify explicitly all the variables involved.

Answer.

@fpPL. p@x. tr su pf xq tλb. rb “ isTrue pP xqsuq ñ

tp MlistLu pmlist_filter f pq tλq. q  Mlist pFilterP Lqu
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Question 2.5. We are now interested in the generalization to mutable lists containing items
of arbitrary types. For this purpose, we need in particular to quantify over the representation
predicate R associated with the items stored in the list, and use Mlistof instead of Mlist.

Moreover, we assume that the function f may read (but not write) values in the heap;
in particular, it may not alter any of the heap invariants. So, the function f, in addition
to being able to access the representation of the items that it receives as argument, should
also be able to read in other parts of the heap. These pieces of heap should be described
by an invariant, call it �I�, that should appear in both the pre- and the post-condition of
mlist_filter.

Give the corresponding speci�cation of mlist_filter.

Answer.

p@xX. tx RX ˚ Iu pf xq tλb. rb “ isTrue pP Xqs ˚ x RX ˚ Iuq ñ

tp MlistofRL ˚ Iu pmlist_filter f pq tλq. q  MlistofR pFilterP Lq ˚ Iu

Question 2.6. Consider the application of mlist_filter to a mutable list �p� made of
possibly-aliased reference cells, each of these reference storing an integer. The goal is to
�lter the reference cells that store an even number. Using the �Group� representation predi-
cate to describe the possibly-aliased reference cells, state a triple that speci�es the behavior
of the following expression, which you may refer to as �expr�.

mlist_filter (fun r -> !r mod 2 = 0) p

Answer.

tp MlistL ˚ GroupOf RefG ˚ r@x P L. x P dompGqsu

expr

tλq. q  Mlist pFilter pλx.EvenpGpxqqqLq ˚ GroupOf RefGu

where G has type �fmap loc int�.

Question 2.7. Prove that the function �fun r -> !r mod 2 = 0� satis�es the hypothesis
made on f in the speci�cation of mlist_filter in question 2.5. Clearly state the focus rule
that you exploit (max 12 lines for the proof).

Answer. Instantiate the speci�cation of mlist_filter with R “ Id and I “ GroupOf RefG
and P “ λx.EvenpGpxqq. Since x  RX is equivalent to rx “ Xs, the hypothesis on f
simpli�es to:

@r. tGroupOf RefGu pf rq tλb. rb “ isTrue pP rqs ˚ GroupOf RefGu

We wish to relate the above speci�cation to:

@rn. tr  Refnu p!r mod 2 = 0q tλb. rb “ isTrue pEvennqs ˚ r  Refnu

To that end, it su�ces to exploit the following focus rule in both directions:

GroupOf Ref pG1 Z px ÞÑ Xqq “ px RefXq ˚ pGroupOf RefG1q

and frame out pGroupOf RefG1q during the evaluation of �!r mod 2 = 0�.
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